Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I am
always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN COURT OF APPEALS
“Alan, you cannot write about baseball all your life”
- Mrs. Pollinger
- 12th Grade English Comp
- Mumford High - 1959

BASEBALL STATS:
MINOR LEAGUE RECORDS
This week, Michael Hessman of the Tigers own Toledo Mud Hens became the career lifetime
leader in minor league homeruns. Mike hit his 433rd career homerun, all in the minors, breaking
Buzz Arlett’s record set in 1937.
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Let’s look at other minor league lifetime leaders.
The highest lifetime batting average for a minor leaguer, would be Smead Jolley. Smead had more
than 3,000 hits and tied Ty Cobb for the leading average with .367. He amassed 336 homers in 16
seasons, which of course is close to the current record holder.
Jigger Statz has one of the best stats in minor league baseball. He may have amassed the most hits
with 3,356.
Alternative history. Some do not give the current record holder the homerun record. The greatest
player in the history of the Mexican league was Hector Espino. He had 484 dingers.
Some credit Ike Boone with the highest lifetime batting average at .370.
The minor league record for homeruns in a season is held by Joe Bauman. He hit 72, without
steroids.
The minor league leader in hits was Spencer Harris with 3,617.
The leading minor league pitchers were Bill Thomas with 383 wins and 347 losses, Joe Martina
had less wins (347), but a much better average with .558.
What’s great about most of these players is they played at a time when there were only 16 major
league teams and the quality of Triple-A baseball was equal of that to many of the major league
teams today.

REVIEW OF CASE:
Referenced Files:

Four Corners Doctrine – Perversion
Definition of Ambiguity
Discretionary Distribution v. Beneficiary’s Right of Withdrawal
Trust Interpretation

Grantor made a trust. Charles, the appellant, was a beneficiary. Appellant sought a principle
distribution based on a “right of withdrawal” restricted, not by absolute discretion, but by a power
to postpone if in the trustee’s discretion that there was a compelling reason to postpone the
distribution such as (see page 3 of Opinion for the such as’). Appellant asked trustee for a
distribution and appellee trustee refused saying principle distributions were within his discretion.
The Lower Court found that the payment of principle was discretionary looking at said that the
whole trust and not any one specific provision. The Court of Appeals reversed.
First, it is interesting to note that the Court of Appeals reviewed de novo as they in the Lower
Court were interpreting the terms of the trust. Had the Court of Appeals chosen to look at the
matter as one of a decision involving whether there was an abuse of trustee’s discretion, a different
standard would apply, and a decision regarding abuse of discretion is “discretionary” by the Lower
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Court making the determination. Hence the standard on appeal would have been was there an
abuse of discretion.
Second, the Lower Court said that they discerned intent from the whole of the trust and not from
any particular paragraph. The Court of Appeals did the opposite employing the doctrine of
ejusdem generis.
Third, the Court of Appeals properly observed the differing opinions among parties as to the
meaning of terms of a trust does not render those terms ambiguous and as such, they are not subject
to the laws in defining ambiguity.
The Court of Appeals concluded that though discretion was involved, the burden was upon the
trustee to show why there was a “compelling reason to deny” and noted the specific standard set
forth in the trust “reasonably exercised discretion.”
The Court of Appeals noted that intent of tax avoidance cannot avoid the specific terms of the
trust.
Finally, the Court of Appeals slapped the Lower Court saying “it is a perversion of the four corners
doctrine to employ a perceived overall intent of the settlor to rewrite the unambiguous terms of the
trust.”
The Lower Court must now decide on remand whether or not there was a compelling reason by
the trustee.
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